Zoonotic infectious diseases such as influenza continue to pose a grave threat to human health 1 . However, the factors that mediate the emergence of RNA viruses such as influenza A virus (IAV) are still incompletely understood 2, 3 . Phylogenetic inference is crucial to reconstructing the origins and tracing the flow of IAV within and between hosts [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Here we show that explicitly allowing IAV host lineages to have independent rates of molecular evolution is necessary for reliable phylogenetic inference of IAV and that methods that do not do so, including 'relaxed' molecular clock models 9 , can be positively misleading. A phylogenomic analysis using a hostspecific local clock model recovers extremely consistent evolutionary histories across all genomic segments and demonstrates that the equine H7N7 lineage is a sister clade to strains from birds-as well as those from humans, swine and the equine H3N8 lineage-sharing an ancestor with them in the mid to late 1800s. Moreover, major western and eastern hemisphere avian influenza lineages inferred for each gene coalesce in the late 1800s. On the basis of these phylogenies and the synchrony of these key nodes, we infer that the internal genes of avian influenza virus (AIV) underwent a global selective sweep beginning in the late 1800s, a process that continued throughout the twentieth century and up to the present. The resulting western hemispheric AIV lineage subsequently contributed most of the genomic segments to the 1918 pandemic virus and, independently, the 1963 equine H3N8 panzootic lineage. This approach provides a clear resolution of evolutionary patterns and processes in IAV, including the flow of viral genes and genomes within and between host lineages.
, can be positively misleading. A phylogenomic analysis using a hostspecific local clock model recovers extremely consistent evolutionary histories across all genomic segments and demonstrates that the equine H7N7 lineage is a sister clade to strains from birds-as well as those from humans, swine and the equine H3N8 lineage-sharing an ancestor with them in the mid to late 1800s. Moreover, major western and eastern hemisphere avian influenza lineages inferred for each gene coalesce in the late 1800s. On the basis of these phylogenies and the synchrony of these key nodes, we infer that the internal genes of avian influenza virus (AIV) underwent a global selective sweep beginning in the late 1800s, a process that continued throughout the twentieth century and up to the present. The resulting western hemispheric AIV lineage subsequently contributed most of the genomic segments to the 1918 pandemic virus and, independently, the 1963 equine H3N8 panzootic lineage. This approach provides a clear resolution of evolutionary patterns and processes in IAV, including the flow of viral genes and genomes within and between host lineages.
We speculate that distinct evolutionary rates in IAV lineages of different host species have compromised the accuracy of phylogenetic analyses with regard to inferring the timing and direction of the key movements of the virus between hosts over the last several centuries. To resolve this we have employed a model that allows IAV in individual host types to have different rates of molecular evolution, which we refer to as the host-specific local clock (HSLC) model. To evaluate its performance we generated synthetic nucleotide sequences along the model tree in Fig. 1a , using substitution model parameters and hostspecific rates representative of real IAV data sets. Simulated 'equine', 'human' and 'avian' host clades were assigned relative rates of 1, 2 and 3, respectively, to cover the empirically observed range of rates (Fig. 2) . Figure 1 shows detailed results for the first replicate, but the patterns were almost identical across all replicates: a strict clock roots the tree incorrectly, resulting in the wrong maximum clade credibility (MCC) topology (posterior support 5 1.0) and spurious timing estimates. A widely used relaxed clock model 9 also gets the topology wrong and very seriously underestimates the time to the most recent common ancestors (TMRCAs) at the deepest nodes. These models recovered the model tree topology in 0% of runs; the HSLC model did so in 100% of the simulations (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Moreover, the relaxed clock's 95% credible interval for the TMRCA never included the real root node date; the HSLC model did in 91% of the simulations. Hence, mis-specified molecular clock models are likely to generate profoundly misleading results with IAV data sets encompassing multiple host species. They are prone to severe systematic errors in topology and timing estimation, and erroneous conclusions can show strong statistical support. This is a serious problem given that such results are widely used to infer when, where and how pandemic and panzootic viruses have emerged.
Analyses of alignments of full-length segments encoding the IAV polymerase proteins (PB2, PB1 and PA), the haemagglutinin (HA) a, Model tree used to simulate nucleotide data, with branch lengths depicted in units of time. The host-specific rates of the 'equine', 'human' and 'avian' lineages are shown to the right of the tree. b, MCC tree (median node heights) for simulation replicate no. 1 under a strict clock model. The 95% credible interval for each node time is shown with a bar, and the posterior probability of the ingroup node is indicated. c, MCC tree (median node heights) under a relaxed clock model. surface glycoprotein subtypes H1, H3 and H7, the nucleocapsid protein (NP), the neuraminidase (NA) surface glycoprotein subtypes N1, N8 and N7, the matrix proteins (M1/2) and the nonstructural proteins (NS1/2) show how the HSLC model can outperform those assuming a single distribution of rates across hosts. In contrast with the conflicting topologies and timings inferred using a relaxed clock (Extended Data Fig. 2 ), the HSLC model revealed an underlying conformity and simplicity to IAV phylogenies (Fig. 2) . A single pattern emerged, segment by segment: the equine H7N7 lineage 4,10 is positioned basal to all avian, human, swine and equine H3N8 strains (except for the NS1/2 'B' lineage, discussed below). The timelines of the trees are also similar, with the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of the equine H7N7 and avian lineages (node 1) dated between the 1830s and 1870s, and the MRCA of all avian strains (node 2) dated between the 1860s and 1890s.
Distinct western and eastern hemispheric avian clades are apparent, diverging at node 2, with more recent east-to-west introductions of the 'West-2' and 'West-3' clades in PB1, PA, NP and NS1/2 (Fig. 2) . Both node 1 and node 2 are supported by posterior probabilities of 1.0 in nearly every case (Supplementary Fig. 1 Fig. 3 ) suggest that they are unlikely to be biased by adaptive evolution.
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For the branch between nodes 1 and 2 ( Fig. 2 ) the period of overlap shared across all eight segments, accounting for uncertainty in node dates, is 1866-1878. This period is of interest because it encompasses one of the most extraordinary recorded outbreaks of influenza in animals, the severe western hemisphere panzootic of equine influenza in 1872-73 (refs 11, 12) , which was also occasioned by widespread reports of influenza in domestic birds in the wake of local equine outbreaks 13 . The equine H7N7 lineage has an extraordinarily high uracil (U) content in all genes (Extended Data Figs 4 and 5) . The U content of the IAV genome tends to increase steadily in mammalian hosts 14 , so this is consistent with continuous circulation in horses from 1872 or perhaps even earlier. We speculate that there may have been some epidemiological event possibly associated with the 1872 epizootic that precipitated a global sweep of AIV internal genes, which we infer to have commenced around this time. The 1870s, moreover, saw the first scientific description of highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) (in chickens in northern Italy 15 ), which coincided with a transition to high-production, high-flock-size poultry farms 16 . Unlike previous approaches 17 (Extended Data Fig. 2 ), the HSLC model provides consistent, statistically strong evidence that the 1918 pandemic virus's PB2, PB1, PA, NP, M1/2 and perhaps NS1/2 arose from the western hemisphere AIV lineage ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary  Fig. 1 ). U content values are consistent with a recent avian origin of these internal genes, with none lying above the avian range in 1918 (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). The sampling of PB1 and PA AIV sequences includes particularly close relatives of the 1918 virus, with which they shared a common ancestor just a few years before 1918 (Fig. 2 ). These suggest a North American origin of its internal genes, with domestic and wild birds being equally likely sources ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). These results mean that the hypothesis that several genes of the 1918 pandemic virus originated through a reassortment between human and swine lineages, circulating for decades in mammalian hosts 17 , probably arises erroneously from a failure to accommodate differences in rates between hosts.
The internal proteins of the 1963 panzootic H3N8 equine virus also seem to have a western hemispheric avian origin (independent of the 1918 virus) ( Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 4 ). The best-resolved genes, PA, NP and NS1/2, show that this lineage shared an MRCA shortly before its emergence with avian strains from Argentina, Bolivia, Chile and Brazil (for example, NP avian/equine TMRCA: 1954 [1951] [1952] [1953] [1954] [1955] [1956] [1957] ). These findings are in agreement with the evidence that the virus, although first described in the United States, entered Miami, Florida, in 1963 through thoroughbred horses imported by air from Argentina 18 . When compared with the other genomic segments, the external antigenic genes HA and NA show considerably higher diversity in wild birds ( Fig. 3 ) and no correlation in phylogenetic structure; see, for example, the H1, N1, H3 and N8 phylogenies in Extended Data Fig. 6 . This has been attributed to a much higher rate of evolution in these genes, driven by antigenic adaptation, combined with free reassortment of the internal gene segments 7 . Our results suggest an intriguing alternative evolutionary pattern in which an avian virus, possibly an H7N7 from domestic birds, initiated a global selective sweep of its internal gene segments across the standing diversity of AIV, with the replacement of almost all previous AIV internal gene diversity. The exception is the NS1/2 gene segment that was incompletely swept, leaving a rump of ancestral diversity ( Supplementary Fig. 1h ) designated the 'B' lineage 19 . We suspect that the sweep took several decades; an analysis of more recent succession dynamics in AIV (Fig. 2 , Extended Data Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ) suggests that large geographic replacements are a continuing process and that typically several decades elapse between the emergence of a new variant and the completion of a global or hemispheric sweep.
A sweep has been posited 8 as a possible explanation for the markedly restricted diversity of the internal genes in avian hosts (evident in Fig. 3 ), but that hypothesis was dismissed in favour of a model in which the internal genes are repeatedly hitchhiking on selective sweeps of the antigenic genes HA and NA. However, such a process could not have consistently removed all the diversity in the hitchhiked genes without the fixation of the selected gene as well. Indeed, genetic hitchhiking, by definition, involves a reduction of diversity in the locus that is the focus of selection 20 , whereas here we observe HA and NA maintaining their diversity.
We propose that the global sweep of internal genes left some of the pre-existing diversity of HA and NA in place because immunity in previously exposed bird populations selects for antigenically novel viruses sufficiently to maintain multiple subtypes. Accordingly, phylogenies of HA and NA reveal the much older diversity of these gene segments: although evolving at different rates, HA and NA have indistinguishable TMRCAs of about 1,000 years ago ( Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 7) . The TMRCA within each subtype is statistically compatible with a date of about 1870 or later, a result expected if the internal genes swept across standing diversity in HA and NA but difficult to explain otherwise. The current global diversity of AIV may thus descend from reassortment between these internal genes and pre-existing HA, NA and NS1/2 B-lineage variants from as few as 16 avian viruses in the decades after initiation of the sweep (Fig. 3) .
One lineage that did not receive this internal genome constellation is that found in fruit bats 21, 22 , presumably because avian-adapted genes did not confer sufficient fitness advantages or because the bat viruses are ecologically isolated. Under the model that the internal gene segment diversity was swept from avian (but not bat) influenza, the current position of the bat viruses as a basal lineage to the avian viral diversity in all genes except HA 21, 22 and NS1/2 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) is readily explained without a reassortment event with an avian HA.
Descendants of 1920s-1930s H7 AIV from Eurasian domestic birds 16 account for virtually all eastern hemisphere AIV internal gene diversity RESEARCH LETTER (Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 8 ). Moreover, they were the source of PB1, PA, NP and NS1/2 lineages that migrated between the 1930s and 1960s from the eastern hemisphere to the western hemisphere ('West-2' and 'West-3'; see Extended Data Table 2 ). By 2009-2013 these lineages had swept across the hemisphere, nearly displacing the older 'West-1' lineages ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Global sweeps are thus still unfolding, and domestic avian influenza genes can displace previous variants-evidently even in wild hosts, and even on a hemispheric or global scale-over the course of decades. We suspect that domestic ducks may be a crucial nexus in the bidirectional (domestic/ wild) gene flow of AIV worldwide (see Supplementary Information) . Influenza A viruses in humans frequently show global selective sweeps, with the entire H3N2 and H1N1 genomic diversity being replaced every few years 5, 6 . During both the pandemics of the mid-twentieth century, new variants swept to fixation within months, completely replacing existing strains. In humans such dynamics are driven primarily by the fitness advantages that the virus obtains from antigenic novelty. However, the global avian selective sweep we have posited here was evidently driven by other selective advantages conferred by mutations in one or more of the internal genes. Characterizing the nature of these host-specific adaptations may be crucial in understanding the risk of future emergence of avian influenza in humans.
METHODS SUMMARY
We implemented the HSLC model in BEAST 23 , allowing an arbitrary number of distinct clades to have rates inferred separately and simultaneously within a single Bayesian MCMC analysis. We constructed sequence alignments using all available full-segment IAV sequences encoding PB2, PB1, PA, HA (H1, H3, H7), NP, NA (N1, N7, N8), M1/2 and NS1/2 from birds, horses, pigs, humans and fruit bats. A subset of sequences of a size amenable to molecular clock analyses (about 300 sequences per segment) was sampled, preserving all major lineages and all the most basal sequences in major clades. Each major host group was allowed its own rate in the HSLC model. We inferred the rate of increase of U content through time for equine H3N8 by fitting a two-dimensional Scaled Log Transform: U content 5 a ln(b 3 year 1 c). Age estimates for equine H7N7 were calculated by assuming these rates and were then compared with the timing of the 1872 epizootic to test whether the high U content in equine H7N7 is consistent with continuous equine transmission from this period.
Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper.
METHODS
The host-specific local clock model and simulations. We implemented the HSLC model in BEAST v1. 8 The HSLC model is conceptually a 'local clock' model as described previously [24] [25] [26] , although in most implementations of this model the tree topology is fixed. Here, the host-specific clades are specified a priori and these clades are enforced to remain monophyletic, but phylogenetic relationships internal to each host clade and the relationships between the clades are estimated.
To investigate the consequences of model mis-specification (a key issue in phylogenetic inference), and to compare the performance of the HSLC model and the commonly used strict and uncorrelated relaxed clock models 9 , we generated 100 synthetic nucleotide sequence data sets along the model tree in Fig. 1a . We used substitution model parameters and host-specific rate ratios representative of real multi-host IAV data sets. 'Equine', 'human' and 'avian' clades were set to evolve at relative rates of 1, 2 and 3, respectively, to cover the empirically observed range of rates in real IAV data sets (see Fig. 2 ). Simulated data sets were generated in Seq-Gen v1. To test whether the substitution model affected the performance of any of the three clock models we simulated an additional ten data sets along the same tree but under the JC69 substitution model. We also created data sets with unequal sampling density among the clades evolving at different rates. We used BEAST for all the clock analyses of the simulated data. In all cases we used a GTR 28 1 gamma 29 substitution model, and a GMRF Bayesian skyride coalescent tree prior 30 . IAV sequence data preparation. A total of more than 80,000 IAV full-length genome segment nucleotide sequences encoding PB2, PB1, PA, HA (H1, H3, H7), NP, NA (N1, N7, N8), M1/2 and NS1/2 were retrieved from the NCBI Influenza Virus Resource 31 . Sequences representing significant circulating IAV clades from humans, birds, horses, pigs and bats were included in our data sets. Sequences from other hosts represent sporadic recent host jumping events 32 and were not included. For the segments encoding one protein, the nucleotides in the genecoding regions were extracted. For the segments encoding more than one protein, the nucleotides in the regions spanning all the open reading frames were extracted. The sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v3.6 (ref. 33 ) and then refined manually. To reduce the computational cost, identical sequences were removed from each data set.
Preliminary phylogenetic trees were inferred using the neighbour-joining method available in MEGA 5.0 (ref. 34) . Because artificial recombination has been frequently reported in IAV 35 , RDP3 (ref. 36 ) was used to detect significant recombination signals. Apparent recombinants and other problematic sequences possibly resulting from laboratory contamination were excluded from the final data sets. For each gene a subset of sequences of a size amenable to molecular clock analyses (about 300 sequences) was sampled, preserving all major lineages and, crucially, all the most basal sequences in major clades. Not included were mammalian viral lineages nested within other mammalian lineages, because the current HSLC model is unable to calculate independent rates for such nested clades. For example, the 2009 pH1N1 human lineage, which emerged from swine 37 , was not included. Nor was the canine H3N8 lineage 38 , which is nested within the equine H3N8 clade. We believe that none of our conclusions could have been importantly affected by the absence of such lineages. Because the effective sampling time of post-1977-pre-2009 human H1N1 is 27 years earlier that the actual sampling date 39 , we shifted the dates accordingly for our clock analyses. The taxon labels of those sequences end with an asterisk, and the year in the first field of the label is the corrected year, not the actual year of sampling (see Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Phylogenetic analyses. We analysed these IAV alignments with both the HSLC model and, for comparison, an uncorrelated lognormal distribution (UCLD) relaxed clock model 9 , using in both cases a GMRF Bayesian skyride coalescent tree prior 30 . Each major host group was allowed its own rate in the HSLC model. Essentially, for each monophyletic clade that gets its own local clock, one makes an a priori decision either to give the stem branch leading to the clade the local clock rate, or to exclude it and give it the background rate (that is, the avian rate in our analyses). In our analyses, for most clades there was clear a priori information (epidemiological, U content, or both) for assigning stem branches either the local or background rate. For example, the stem branch of the seasonal H1N1 clade of human viruses (starting with 1930s strains) and the stem branch of the classical swine influenza clade (also starting with 1930s strains), clearly evolved at the respective human and swine rates, not the avian rate, based on the epidemiology. (They both trace back to the time of the 1918 pandemic.) On the other hand, the equine H3N8 outbreak is thought to have emerged close to 1963 and the U content of the internal genes also suggests the stem branch of this clade should be assigned the avian rate. The assignments can be seen in the XML input files available from http://dx.doi.org/ 10.5061/dryad.m04j9 and in Supplementary Fig. 1 . (The coloured rectangles in Supplementary Fig. 1 indicate whether the stem branch for each local clock clade was included or excluded.) For equine H3 HA and N8 NA, it was not clear how the equine stem branches should be assigned, so we ran analyses with both the avian rate and the equine rate for each one, which led to very similar topologies and timing estimates.
For the UCLD relaxed clock analysis we used an SRD06 (ref. 40) substitution model. For the HSLC analyses in Fig. 2 we used a GTR 28 1 gamma 29 substitution model. (The HSLC analyses were also repeated using the SRD06 model, with no discernible effect on the results.) Multiple, separate swine clades in all internal protein encoding segments and separate human H1N1, H2N2 and H3N2 clades in PB1 were allowed separate clock rates. In PB2, NP, M1/2 and NS1/2, the sizeable, distinct viral clades from hosts in the order Charadriiformes (gulls, shorebirds and relatives) were allowed a distinct clock rate. For the internal genes the equine H7N7 rate was linked to the equine H3N8 rate because there were not enough sequences to calibrate H7N7 on its own. The similarity between the results for the internal gene analyses to the results for H7 and N7, where there were enough equine H7N7 sequences to calibrate the rate, suggests that linking H7N7 to the H3N8 rates in those segments was a valid approach. We ran analyses for 100 million steps in most cases and used Tracer v1.5 to ensure ESS values of more than 200. We used TreeAnnotator to infer and annotate MCC trees.
To test for sensitivity to substitution model and for whether potential hostswitch-related adaptation affected the results, we performed additional analyses (Extended Data Table 1 ). The SRD06 substitution model was used, and galliform AIV clades of eight or more sequences were given their own rate separate from other birds. The results were not significantly different, and our conclusions seemed robust to this issue. Host-switch-related adaptations may be important in phenotype, but in the phylogenetic models they seem to be completely outweighed by the large amount of synonymous and nearly neutral mutations across each segment, whereas insertions and deletions (for example, in HA and NA proteins adapted to gallinaceous poultry) are treated as missing data and are thus not influential).
To test for sensitivity of our results to sampling of sequences we took two approaches: First, we subsampled half of the sequences in the alignments for the internal gene data sets reported in Fig. 2 . Second, we constructed new alignments, randomly sampling (if available) one sequence per year per host lineage. For most segments this resulted in alignments of about 200 sequences. The results with these alignments closely mirror the other results (http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.m04j9).
For the HA and NA diversity analyses in Fig. 3, 8 ,258 avian influenza complete HA sequences from all 16 subtypes, and 7,343 NA sequences from all nine subtypes were downloaded. We conducted filtering for laboratory contaminants, mislabelled sequences and other possible artefacts; the sequences were then sampled down to contain only one virus from a given location in a given year, resulting in 1,335 and 1,173 sequences for HA and NA, respectively. Further random sampling was used to give no more than 20 viruses per subtype, resulting in a final count of 454 and 335 sequences, respectively. The sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v3. 6 (ref. 33) and refined by hand. The phylogenies were then reconstructed using BEAST v1.7.5 (ref. 23 ) under the SRD06 (ref. 40) 1 UCLN 9 models, (constant size coalescent, 100 million steps each). Exact dates were used when known, whereas those only known to the year were assigned the midpoint of the year. Uracil content analyses. U content values were assessed using PAUP* 4.0b10 (ref. 41) . Curve fitting for the rate of increase of U content through time for equine H3N8 was performed with the ZunZun.com online curve fitting resource using a two-dimensional Scaled Log Transform: U content 5 a ln(b 3 year 1 c), which was amenable for both effectively linear and asymptotic curves. These rates were then applied to the H7N7 lineage (for which meaningful estimates of the rate of change in U content are not possible to calculate, given that they were already at a stable equilibrium U content by the earliest sampling date).
An estimate of the within-equine age of each equine H7N7 gene was determined by calculating how long a sequence starting at the average U content observed among avian strains would take to increase to the U content value observed in the equine lineage in 1956, assuming the H3N8 rate. The upper and lower range estimates were determined using the upper and lower 95% confidence interval values for the avian U content distribution. In other words, these values reflect the minimum equine H7N7 age if the avian virus segment that putatively gave rise to the equine lineage had an extremely high, or low, U content at the time of transmission. In Extended Data Fig. 4 , the segments that only show three or four equine H7N7 sequences are those for which the post-1966 H7N7 viruses have had several internal genes replaced by those of the equine H3N8 lineage.
The resulting age estimates of the equine H7N7 genes were then compared with the timing of the 1872 epizootic. P values were calculated in the software package
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Numbers, for each segment, as follows: a year was drawn from the distribution of the minimum age of equine H7N7 calculated as described above. For the test of whether the equine H7N7 lineage predated 1872, a P value was calculated as the proportion, out of 10,000 replicates, in which the year drawn was greater than (that is, postdated) 1872. We emphasize that these estimates rest on the assumption that the rates of U content change are equivalent in the H3N8 and H7N7 equine IAV clades. Although it seems reasonable to conclude that the high U content of the H7N7 lineage is consistent with equine transmission from around the time of the 1872 equine epizootic, this assumption of equal rates, though plausible, is unconfirmable and thus precludes a robust test of the directionality of movement of the virus from birds to horses or vice versa at or after node 1 in Fig. 2 . Tests for adaptive evolution. We employed the random effects branch-site model 42 for detecting bursts of episodic diversifying selection (EDS) at a subset of sites and/or a subset of branches in the phylogenies. The method allowed us to investigate systematically whether bursts of adaptive evolution might be occurring at host jumps and influencing our overall results. For each gene we included two sequences from each mammalian IAV clade (the earliest available, plus a later one). For each mammalian clade we then added the closest phylogenetic relatives among the avian sequences to permit a search for evidence of EDS on the branch between each host, and within each host after putative host jumps.
Next, we took the alignments from Fig. 2 and eliminated all except third-codon position sites. With this partition of sites, in which most substitutions are synonymous with respect to amino acids, the dating estimates remained essentially the same as those inferred using all the data. This is a strong indication that adaptive bursts of amino-acid substitutions do not underlie our phylogenetic results, because those substitutions are largely absent in this data partition. Sequencing of additional viruses. In additional to the published sequences used for the analyses, we sequenced the complete genome of an equine H7N7 virus, A/equine/Detroit/3/1964(H7N7); the oldest complete genome to date of an avian influenza virus isolate from the Western Hemisphere, A/duck/Manitoba/1953(H10N7); and the oldest complete genome to date of any AIV, A/chicken/Japan/1925(H7N7). RNA was extracted as described 43 . First-strand synthesis was completed using the Superscript III First Strand System (Invitrogen) with the MBTuni-13 primer (59-ACGCGTGATCAGTAGAAACAAGG-39) described previously 44 according to the gene specific primer protocol. dsDNA was generated with NEBNext Second Strand Synthesis Module (New England BioLabs). DNA from the samples was sheared to 400 base pairs using a Covaris focused ultrasonicator (Covaris). Libraries were constructed using the Ovation Ultralow DR multiplex system (NuGen). Pooled libraries were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq with 2 3 150-base-pair paired-end reads using the MiSeq v1 300 cycle kit (Illumina). Reads were trimmed and mapped to equine or avian references in CLC Genomics Workbench 6.0.2 (CLC bio) with the following parameters changed from default: mismatch cost 5 1 and ignore nonspecific match handling. The consensus was reported for each gene. More recent global or hemispheric sweeps of AIV internal genes. To investigate the succession dynamics of internal genes during more recent periods, we downloaded all available complete PB1, PA, NP and NS AIV sequences from the western hemisphere from 2009-2013 (about 1,000 for each). These are the four genes for which other analyses (Fig. 2) revealed the presence of relatively recent migration of eastern hemisphere gene variants to the western hemisphere, and we wanted to examine the fate of these dispersals through time. We designated these relatively recent imports from Eurasia as 'West-2' and 'West-3' to distinguish them from the older western hemisphere lineage in each gene ('West-1') (see Fig. 2 , Supplementary Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 2 ).
Extended Data Figure 1 | Performance of different clock models on simulated data. a, Summary of the 100 replicates corresponding to Fig. 1  (IAV-like substitution model) . The box plots represent the median, quartile 1, quartile 3, minimum and maximum of the 100 median TMRCA estimates. The HSLC model recovered the 'correct' (model) tree topology in 100% of the simulations; the other models did so in 0%. With the relaxed clock the 95% credible interval for the TMRCA never included the real root node date, whereas the HSLC model did in 91% of the simulations. b, Summary of ten otherwise similar replicates, but simulated under a JC69 substitution model. c, Simulation with unequal sampling across clades, with 'fast' clade ('avian') sequences over-represented. (The model tree was identical to that in Fig. 1a except for the unequal number of sequences from the different clades as shown.) d, Simulation with 'slow' clade ('equine') sequences over-represented. Unlike the HSLC model, root date estimates are systematically biased under both strict and relaxed clock models and are strongly influenced by the balance of 'fast-clade' and 'slow-clade' sequences sampled. Host-specific rate distributions in substitutions per site per year are shown in insets at the top left. Trees are drawn to the same time scale, with branch lengths in years. Eastern ('e') and western ('w') hemisphere AIV lineages are highlighted with black and grey vertical bars, respectively. Colouring of branches and clades follows the pattern in Fig. 2 . The median dates of node 1 and node 2 from the HSLC analyses depicted in Fig. 2 are shown here for comparison. As with the synthetic data sets ( Fig. 1 and Extended Data Fig. 1) , the topologies and timing estimated under a relaxed clock model seem to be compromised by a failure to account for host-specific rates. It is not readily apparent from these trees, for example, that the equine H7N7 lineage is basal to the AIV diversity or that the 1918 pandemic virus is nested within a western hemisphere AIV lineage. The root node in each tree is also severely biased towards more recent dates, similar to the results with simulated sequences. Data, input and full MCC tree files are available from http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/ dryad.m04j9.
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